
 AGRICULTURAL LINE

Flail mower head, for cutting grass, branches, bushes, dense vegetation, suitable to midi-
excavators from 6,0 to 8,0 tons an power up to 70 hp. Max. cutting diameter 6-7 cm.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
The mower head is delivered with a steel plate unpainted  for  welding the hitch excavator bracket. 
The hydraulic motor is the Fixed piston version with size of  25cc or 34cc. Every hydraulic motor is 
equipped with a by-pass (anticavitation) valve. Pre-setted at factory according to the size piston 
motor fitted on. Every piston motor can be used without the drain port connection, but it must 
specified at the order, if the excavator hasn’t the drain line on it. Belt transmission with 3 XPB 
belts, rear adjustable roller,  frontal protection with chains and rear protection with rubber.
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Ø max 6 - 7 cm

Technical information

Model Code

Cutting  
wide  
cm.

Exterior  
width  
cm.

Weight
kg.

Excavator
weigh ton.

Flow rate
lt/min

Pressure
set bar

TE/CL 100 63100 105 125 315 6.0 - 7.0 55-75 230

TE/CL 120 63120 125 140 345 7.0 - 8.0 55-75 230

55 - 75 lt/min6.0 - 8.0 Ton

Tools

Multipurpose knifes for 
grass and bushes.

max size 3 cm.
Cod. ZP 293016

Rotor A - standard -
20 - 24 kit (x2)

“Y” Knifes for grass, bushes 
and branches.

Diam.max 4 cm.
Cod. ZP 293003

Rotor B - optional -
12 - 16 kit (x2)

“Spatula” knifes for grass 
and bushes.

max size 3 cm.
Cod. ZP 137001

Rotor I - optional -
20 - 24 pcs.

“Spatula” knifes for grass 
and bushes.

max size 5 cm.
Cod. ZP 137001

Rotor C - optional -
20 - 24 pcs.

Optional

Floating linkage Oil flow divider 3/4” Excavator hitch bracket
DRAINLESS piston motor 

version

TE/CL 
FLAIL MOWERS  
FOR GRASS AND BRANCHES
FOR MIDI-EXCAVATORS - NO DRAIN LINE REQUIRED


